Moorside Primary School
Computing Overview
National Curriculum
Aims

National Curriculum
Subject Content

Information Technology

Laptop skills
and Word
Processing

Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
-Can understand and apply the fundamental principles and concepts of computer science, including abstraction, logic, algorithms and data representation.
-Can analyse problems in computational terms, and have repeated practical experience of writing computer programs in order to solve such problems.
-Can evaluate and apply information technology, including new or unfamiliar technologies, analytically to solve problems.
-Are responsible, competent, confident and creative users of information and communication technology.
-Understand what algorithms are; how they are implemented as programs on digital devices; and
that programs execute by following precise and unambiguous instructions
- create and debug simple programs
-use logical reasoning to predict the behaviour of simple programs
-use technology purposefully to create, organise, store, manipulate and retrieve digital content
-recognise common uses of information technology beyond school
-Use technology safely and respectfully, keeping personal information private; identify where to
go for help and support when they have concerns about content or contact on the internet or
other online technologies.

-Can log onto programmes
that require individual logins
(eg Spelling Shed)
-Can use the track pad on a
laptop and basics of
keyboard- letters, numbers,
backspace, enter and space
bar.
-Can dictate into a digital
device more accurate and
with punctuation

-Can use the space bar only
once between words and use
touch to navigate to a
word/letter to edit
-Can use caps lock for capital
letter
-Can dictate longer passages
into a digital device with
accurate punctuation.
-Can log on to a laptop and
open programmes.
-Can use keyboard skills such
as basic punctuation and
capital letters.
Can save a piece of work.

-Can use index fingers for key
board home keys (f/j) and left
hand for a/s/d/f/g and right
hand for h/j/k/l
-Can copy and paste images
and text
-Can add images alongside
text in a word processes
document.
-Can edit the style and effect
of text and images to make
documents more engaging
Can cut, copy and paste to
quickly duplicate and organise
text.

Year 6

-Design, write and debug programs that accomplish specific goals, including controlling or
simulating physical systems; solve problems by decomposing them into smaller parts.
-Use sequence, selection, and repetition in programs; work with variables and various forms of
input and output.
-Use logical reasoning to explain how some simple algorithms work and to detect and correct
errors in algorithms and programs.
-Understand computer networks including the internet; how they can provide multiple services,
such as the world wide web; and the opportunities they off for communication and collaboration
-Use search technologies effectively, appreciate how results are selected and ranked, and be
discerning in evaluating digital content.
-Select, use and combine a variety of software (including internet services) on a range of digital
devices to design and create a range of programs, systems and content that accomplish given
goals, including collecting, analysing, valuating and presenting data and information.
-Use technology safely, respectfully and responsibly; recognise acceptable/unacceptable
behaviour; identify a range of ways to report concerns about content and contact.
-Can use text short cuts to
-Can organise and reorganise -Can format text to suite a
cut, copy, paste and delete to text on screen to suit a
purpose.
organise text.
purpose.
-Can choose the best
-Use font size appropriately
-Can add hyperlinks to a text.
application to demonstrate
for audience and purpose.
learning.
-Use spell checker
-Can discuss the audience
and purpose of content.
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Presentations,
Web Design
and eBook
Creation

Can add labels to an image
Can sequence a series of
pictures to explain
understanding of a topic

Can add voice recordings to a
storyboard
Can import images to a
project from the internet or
camera roll

Can create an interactive
book with sounds, formatted
text and videos.
Can create a simple web
page.

Can create an interactive
ebook including hyperlinks.
Can create a simple
presentation

Can create an interactive
presentation using a variety of
media, animations, transitions
and other effects.
Can create a webpage and
embed video

Can add speech bubbles to
an image to show what a
character thinks (balloon
stickies+)
Video Creation

Can create content by using
the photo, drawing and video
features of Seesaw.

Can search for an image,
save it to the ipad and upload
into Chatterpix or the Green
Screen.

Can create content using
Chatterpix and the Green
Screen and can export these
to Seesaw.

Data Handling

Sort images or text into two or
more categories on a digital
device.
Can record themselves
explaining what they have
done.

Can sequence clips of mixed
media in a timeline and record
a voiceover

Can add music and sound
effects to a film.

Can use cutaway and split
screen tools in imovie

Can trim and cut films and
add titles and transitions.

Can create a green screen
video with an animated
background.

Can use crop and resize on
the green screen app and can
experiment with other ways to
use the tool (eg green
clothes, masking tool)

Can create a green screen
video with more than one
background
Can sort objects into a range
of charts such as Venn
Diagrams, carroll diagrams
and bar charts using different
apps.
Can record themselves
explaining what data show
them

Can create their own sorting
diagram and complete a data
handling activity with it using
images and text
Can input simple data into a
spreadsheet

Can create their own online
multiple choice
questionanaire
Can input data into a
spreadsheet and export the
data in different ways (bar
chart, pie chart etc)

Can create and publish an
online quiz with a range of
media.
Can use simple formula (sum)
Can edit and format cells in a
spreadsheet

Can choose an appropriate
app to communicate to an
audience.
Can include a variety of
media in their project
including hyperlinks to link
pages together.
Can evaluate their content
and consider ways to improve
it.
Can use the green screen
masking tool with more than
one character.
Can add animated subtitles to
a film
Can create videos using a
range of media (green screen,
film and image)
Can write spreadsheet
formula to solve more
complex problems
Can create and publish their
own online questionnaire and
analyse the results.
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Computational
Thinking and
Coding/
Programming

Understand the term
algorithm as a set of
instructions.
Understand a sequence as a
set of actions or events that
must be completed in a set
order.
Can program a beebot and
use the language
forwards,backwards, left and
right.

Computer Science

Can guess where a beebot
may stop after inputting a
given set of instructions .
Can use scratch to choose a
character and background.

Understand that code is a set
of instructions (an algorithm)
given to a computer or
machine.

Design and create programs
that accomplish specific
goals.

Use simple selection in
programs

Can create programs by
decomposing them into
smaller parts.

Can identify variables needed
and thri use in selection and
repetition

Use selection in programs.

Use a range of sequence,
selection and repletion
commands combined with
variables to implement a
design.

Use different forms of output.
Use repetition in programs.

Understand that sequences
can have mistakes in them
and that these mistakes in
computing are known as
‘bugs’

Use logical reasoning to
systematically detect and
correct errors in programs

Use conditions in repetition
commands.

Use different forms of outputs.

Work with variables.

Recognise bugs (mistakes) in
code and can go back to
check algorithms.

Crete programs that control of
stimulate physical systems.

Can identify and write generic
code

Evaluate work and identify
errors.

Can use scratch to repeat,
use sound and text and to
turn left or right.

Can use motion blocks to
move left, right, forwards and
backwards.
Computer
Networks

Understand that computers in
school are connect in a
network and understand why.

Understand servers on the
internet are located across
the planet.

Know the difference between
the internet and the world
wide web.

Know how email is sent via
the internet.

Understand how we view web
pages on the internet.

Understand what HTML is
and recognise HTML tags.

Use search technologies
effectively.

Use a website to write HTML
code

Understand that web spiders
index the web for search
engines.
Know how pages are ranked
in a search engine.
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Digital Literacy

Self Image and
Identity

Online
relationships

Recognise people online
might make be feel sad,
embarrassed or upet.
Can give examples of what to
do if they feel sad, worried,
uncormfortable or frightened.

Can explain how people
online maybe different to their
real life identity.
Give examples of what might
make them feel upset and
examples of how to get help

Know how with adult support
they can communicate with
people they know (covered in
RSE too)
Know why it is important to be
kind and considerate online

Can give examples of how
they might use technology to
communicate with others they
don’t know well. (eg emailing
another school)

Know that information can
stay online and people could
copy it.
Know they should not put
anything online without asking
an adult first.
.

Can give examples of bullying
behaviour online and
understerstand how this might
make someone feel.
Can talk about how to get
help if being bullied online or
in person.
Can explain how information
put online can last for a long
time.
Know who to talk to if they
think a mistake has been
made about putting
something online.

Can explain the term identity.
Can explain how they
represent themselves in
different ways online and why
they may change this
depending on what they are
doing (gaming, using an
avatar, social media)
Know why people of similar
interests can get together
online.
Give examples of technology
specific froms of
communication (eg emojis,
text speak)
Know the risks of
communicating with someone
they don’t know well online.

Know how their own identity
online maybe different to that
in real life and how others
may perceive this.

Can explain how identify can
be copied or altered.

Can give examples of how to
be respectful online.
Describe safe/fun
experiences they can
complete online

Recognise some people
online way wish to them harm
and know that this is not their
fault.

Can describe how other
mays find information out
about them from looking
online and how all of this
information might not be true.

Know how what they say and
write online may hurt other
peoople’s feelings and how
they may be hurt.

Identify where online bullying
may take place (social media,
text message etc)

Know how to get help if they
are upset by something
online.

Know how what they post
may affect someone elses
reputation,

Explain why they should be
careful who they trust online
and know they can take that
trust back.

Explain how information about
a person online could have
been created, copied or
shared by others.

Can describe how media can
shape ideas about gender
and gnder.
Can challenge and explain
why it is important to reject
inappropriate messages
about gender online.
Know why they should keep
asking for help until they get
it.
Can explain how impulsive
and rash communications
online may cause problems.

Can make positive
contributions to an online
community

Can demonstrate how they
would support others online
and how they would report
problems online for both
themselves and others

Know how information about
people online can be used by
others to make judgements
about an individual

Can talk about how to build a
positive online reputation.

Recognise when someone is
hurt or angry online and know
when they ned to seek help.
Can block abusive users.
Know there are helpline
services that can help if they
feel they have no one to talk
to (childline)

Know how systems are in
place to keep us safe
Know that what they are
posting online is creating an
online reputation that other
people will use to form an
opinion about them.
Know a range of ways to
report bullying and how to
save evidence (screen shot).
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Know the difference between
knowing someone online and
in real life. Know the
difference between liking and
trusting someone
online.
Know they need to be careful
when sharing information
about themselves or other
online.

Managing
online
information

Can name a number of
technological uses
Can use simple keywords in
search engines.

Can create a basic image
search.

Know who to ask if they are
not sure what to post online.
Can use key phrases in
search engine.

Know how to navigate web
pages (forwards, backwards,
links, tabs)

Can discuss autocomplete
and how to choose the best
suggestion.

Can talk about how voice
activated searching may be
used.

Know the internet can be
used to sell and buy things.

Know that all information
found online may not be true.

Health and
Wellbeing

Know the dangers that
electronic devices can
present and what to do if they
face any of these. (e-safety
poster)

Know the dangers that
electronic devices can
present and what to do if they
face any of these. (e-safety
poster)

Know why spending too much
time using technology can
have a negative impact and
can give sum examples of
when it is easy to spend too

Can analyse information and
differentiate between opinion,
belief and fact.
Know that lots of people
sharing the same opinion
does not make it true.
Can talk about different online
adverts and can recognise
these when they appear
online

Know technogolgy may
distract them from doing other
things.
Know when to limit time on

Can evaluate digital content
and can explain how to make
choices from search results.
Can give examples of when
and why it is important to be
‘sceptical’ and can explain the
term ‘hoax’
Know why information on a
large number of sites may still
be untrue and how this may
happen (sharing of
misinformation by accident or
on purpose.)
Can describe how technolofy
can affect healthy sleep
Know how to tackle this.

Can use search technologies
effectively.
Can demonstarate the
stratigies they would use to
evaluate accuracy of digital
content.
Can use the terms infuencce,
manipulation, persuasion and
how they may encounter
these (advertising, ad
targeting.)

Know common systems that
help keep them safe (age
restrictions, parental
warnings)
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much time engage (games,
films, video)

Privacy

Can give some examples of
rules to keep us safe when
using technology.
Recognise information that is
personal (where I live, family’s
names, school)
Know why it is important to
ask an adult before I share
information online.
Know passwords are
designed to protect
information

Can explain simple rules for
using technology in different
places (not whilst driving etc)
Know that content online may
belong to other people.

devices and how.

Know how to limit negative
impact of technology (regular
breaks, correct posture,
nightshift mode, monitoring
time online)

